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Disclaimer:
This publication on the breast
cancer pathway framework was updated
on 08.09.2022. It cannot be taken as a recommendation
for the readers, especially not as a guideline for
treatment, and it is not a medical document. There is no
guarantee for completeness or global correctness,
the various pain points, solutions, and statistical
data are examples only. Sources are multiple, such
as public statistics, expert opinions, open innovation
workshops, research, own data and many more (see
references).
The products and features mentioned may not be
available in all countries and their future availability
cannot be guaranteed. Some products mentioned are
planned and under development.
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Alcoholism, smoking, and

sedentary lifestyle are risk

factors for breast cancer. They

are often habits formed long

before pregnancy and are not

easy to change and affect both

maternal and fetal health.

PAINPOINT

3

An extensive research-based
analysis from 40+ scientific
articles and journals in
combination with hospital
workflow experience allowed
the identification of pain points
and solutions.

These solutions were proposed
based on AI, IoMT, AR/VR,
biosensors, nanorobotics and
smart wearable technologies.

THROUGH THIS CAREPLAN WE
HIGHLIGHT DATA FROM

A COLLECTION OF

80
solutions

connected to

different stakeholders

18

PRENATAL
Scenario: Pregnant woman in the living 
room

SYMPTOMS
Scenario: Patient in the bathroom

DIAGNOSIS
Scenario: Patient in a doctor’s consulting 
room

TREATMENT
Scenario: Patient at the hospital 

REHABILITATION 

Scenario: Patient at the physical therapist’s 
office

BREAST CANCER

PAINPOINT

Women with a high BMI during

pregnancy place their child at a

higher risk for breast cancer.

SOLUTION

Sensing

Force sensors

1

STAKEHOLDERS

Disease pathway analysis with pain points and solution examples

STAKEHOLDERS STAKEHOLDERS STAKEHOLDERS STAKEHOLDERS

PAINPOINT

Breast cancer appears in late

adulthood, therefore there is no

prior knowledge of the genetic

mutation that can lead to breast

cancer.

SOLUTION

Clinical innovation

Nanopore genetic testing

2

Women tend to hesitate to attend

screenings and consultation due

to social stigma and concerns for

privacy.

Personalized treatment 
plan using patient DT

PAINPOINT

There are varying types of breast

cancers composed of different

types of cells which might require

different treatment protocols.

1

Inclusive screening 
programs

21

SOLUTION

Digitalization

Health app for 
mothers

3

SOLUTION

Digitalization

Patient prioritization

PAINPOINT

Due to restricted hospital

resources during COVID-19, it

might be difficult to define which

breast cancer patients require

more urgent care and which

patients can wait for treatment

until the pandemic is over.

4

Automated reading 

solutions b

Efficient and accurate reading of

mammogram, breast ultrasound

and MRI images by an AI-

powered workflow solution that

reduces workload through

automated prioritization,

intelligent case-score

evaluation and automatic data

transfer to report.20

Curved mammogram 
paddles a

PAINPOINT

The use of a compressive force

during mammography can cause

unnecessary pain and distress to

the patient.

2

Portable microwave 
imaging

PAINPOINT

SOLUTION

Clinical innovation

Biopsies may not harvest enough

tumor tissue making further

biopsies necessary.

Needle guide

5

3

Radiologists have to evaluate

hundreds of images everyday with

precision and often under time

pressure.

PAINPOINT

AI for radiology

10-30% of breast cancers may be,

missed at mammography due to

perception error, incorrect

interpretation of a suspect

finding, subtle features of

malignancy etc.21

4

SOLUTION

Digitalization & Clinical innovation

PAINPOINT

Pre-operative localization of

breast cancer lesions is mostly

done by invasive procedures

requiring imaging guidance.

2

Augmented reality assisted 
surgery

1

PAINPOINT

A woman might experience

symptoms but has difficulties in

identifying abnormalities in a

home breast exam.

SOLUTION

Sensing

Smart bra

SOLUTION

Clinical innovation

Portable breast 
imaging device

AI breast cancer 
diagnostic questionnaire

SOLUTION

Digitalization

Women may feel insecure about

describing their symptoms to

their doctors.

2

SOLUTION

Digitalization

Integrated network of 
breast cancer specialists

PANDEMICCOVID-19

FOLLOW – UP
Scenario: Patient at the oncologist’s office

STAKEHOLDERS

SOLUTION

Digitalization

PAINPOINT

Patients may not always keep up

with physical therapy since it is

time consuming and at times

uncomfortable.

2

STAKEHOLDERS

PAINPOINT

Cancer might recur even after

treatment. This can be very angst-

inducing for the patient who

thereby might experience high

levels of stress.

At home ctDNA 

testing

1

PAINPOINT

Cancer may become resistant to

maintenance therapy and spread

again.

SOLUTION

Digitalization

AI to determine 

maintenance plan

SOLUTION

Digitalization

AR/VR relaxation

PAINPOINT

Patient may develop an anxiety of

attending doctor visits due to

previous experiences.

4

PAINPOINT

Individuals treated with

Transtuzumab may have a higher

risk of developing heart problems

like arrythmias.

SOLUTION

Sensing

Wearable ECG

43

Soft tissue mobilization

PAINPOINT

Scar tissue can make rehab more

painful and can be hard to treat.

3

AI based rehabilitation

PAINPOINT

 
 

  

  

  

 

 
 

  

  

  

 

 
 

  

  

  

 

 
 

  

  

  

 

 
 

  

  

  

 

 
 

  

  

  

 

 
 

  

  

  

 

 
 

  

  

  

 

Tracks and observes mother’s 
and fetus health.

OB/GYN

Ministry of Health
Sets guidelines for 
woman’s health.

Family
Takes care of the pregnant 

woman.

Fetus develops in the womb for a 9-month period. In the scene, the woman is
found resting at home.

PREVENTION
Scenario: Patient exercising in the park

Patient exercises regularly in a local public park and tries to maintain a
healthy lifestyle.

Patient Ministry of Health
Maintains a healthy 
lifestyle to minimize 

cancer risk.

Sets health 
recommendations 

(e.g., exercise levels, 
nutritional goals, etc.)

Tech. startups
Large room for innovation allows 
startups to compete in the field of 

personal health monitoring.

Medical device companies
Design wearable devices 

and innovate on technology 
that helps track healthy 

lifestyles.

Patient notices a lump in her breast while getting ready for work in the

morning.

Patient Family General practitioner
May start to notice 
changes in breast.

May notice change in 
patient behavior or 

appearance.

Diagnoses the patient 
with breast cancer.

Medical device companies
Design new medical devices for at 

home testing.

Ministry of Health
Sets guidelines for 

woman’s health.

Patient is being examined in the doctor’s office.

General practitioner

Medical laboratory

Runs preliminary exam and 
orders investigations. 

Writes referrals.

Tests samples (blood, urine, tissue)  
collected from patient to aid in 

diagnosis.

Patient
Attends several 

appointments and has 
laboratory and 

radiology workup 
completed.

Radiologist
Takes and analyzes images 
(mammogram, ultrasound, 

CT, MRI, etc.) in order to help 
diagnose the patient.

Surgeon
Performs breast biopsy.

Patient undergoes treatment at healthcare facility.

Radiation therapist Pharmacy

Hospital administration

Administers radiation 
therapy.

Supplies required 
medications for patients.

Helps admit patient as 
needed and manage patient 

files.

Patient Oncologist
Begins treatment to control 

and/or eliminate cancer.
Trained to care for people  
with cancers and provides 

treatment guidance 
(surgical and/or medical 

and/or radiation therapy).

Insurance company
Helps patient to pay for 

treatment.

Patient performs physical therapy in order to recover from treatment, regain
strength and function.

Rehabilitation therapist
Aids patient in physical and 

occupational therapy.

Patient Family
Once cancer is treated, 
patient builds back her 

health and strength.

Supports patient in gaining 
back strength and slowly 
returning to normal life.

Insurance company
Helps patient to pay for 
rehabilitation services.

Patient returns for follow-up visit.

Family

Monitors overall patient 
health.

Provides support to patient 
(both physically and 

emotionally).

Patient Oncologist
Continues to visit oncologist 

regularly.
Tracks cancer progression 
and continues to develop 

treatment plan.

General practitioner 

Smart gloves for lump 
detection

SOLUTION

Sensing & Clinical innovation

PAINPOINT PAINPOINT

3

SOLUTION

Process innovation

Mobile mammography 
units

The lack of accessible screening

locations for women will hamper

their motivation for getting

screened regularly.

A non-native speaker can have

problems to understand national

screening programs, and thereby

miss out on the yearly screening

process.

SOLUTION

Process innovation

PAINPOINT

The use of oral contraceptives

has been linked to a slightly

higher risk of breast cancer.

Studies indicate that the

duration of use is crucial, longer

use causing an increased

absolute risk.

Air quality sensing for 
carcinogenic agents

54

Woman-centric 
contraceptive policy

SOLUTION

Process innovation

PAINPOINT PAINPOINT

6

SOLUTION

Clinical innovation

Hormone tracker

Women on hormone replacement

therapy are at a higher risk for

breast cancer.

Woman may live in a city with

bad air quality or other polluted

environments. These factors bear

a risk of developing breast

cancer.

SOLUTION

Sensing & Digitalization

 
 

  

  

  

 

PAINPOINT

A poor documentation of the

family history makes it difficult

to identify the familial risks for

breast cancer.

SOLUTION

Digitalization

Family history tracker 
(breast cancer specific)

7

 
 

  

  

  

 

PAINPOINT

Some studies show that flight

attendants are at a higher risk of

developing breast cancer due to

increased exposure to radiation.

SOLUTION

Sensing

In-flight radiation detectors 

8

Specialists might be located

across the country which makes

it hard for the patient to figure

out which specialist to visit.

3

1

Mammograms are uncomfortable

and do not always detect nodes,

especially in dense breast tissue

which is common in younger

women.

PAINPOINT

SOLUTION

Clinical innovation

SOLUTION

Clinical innovation

SOLUTION

Digitalization

 
 

  

  

  

 

SOLUTION

Digitalization

 
 

  

  

  

 

PAINPOINT

SOLUTION

Digitalization

Patient may have to wait up to

two weeks to receive a diagnosis.

This may cause prolonged

anxiety.

Live breast cancer 
diagnostic update software

6

 
 

  

  

  

 

SOLUTION

Clinical innovation

SOLUTION

Clinical innovation

SOLUTION

Clinical innovation

SOLUTION

Clinical innovation

PAINPOINT

Current breast cancer treatments

are invasive and are accompanied

by many side effects.

PAINPOINT

Patients might get overtreated

due to fear of recurrence and its

devastating effects.

4

Cryoablation Photodynamic 
light therapy

Prognostic marker 
testing 

PAINPOINT

SOLUTION

Digitalization

The patient might suffer from

significant financial losses due to

high treatment costs.

Machine learning models for 
cost prediction

5

 
 

  

  

  

 

PAINPOINT

SOLUTION

Digitalization

Patient might feel stigmatized

with the cancer burden and the

emotional well-being could get

hampered in the long run.

Emotional 

well-being tracker

Emotional well-being can be monitored
with scores on Patient Related Outcome
Measures (PROMs) based algorithms
(evaluated both pre- and post-
treatment), which also cover issues
such as pain after surgery, recovery
time before returning to work, and a
patient’s ability to carry out daily
activities.32

6

 
 

  

  

  

 

1

PAINPOINT

The surgical removal of lymph

nodes can cause lymphedema,

giving the patient severe pain and

limiting mobility in the arms and

shoulders.

Smart lymphedema band

SOLUTION

Clinical innovation

Kinetic lymphedema 

treatment

SOLUTION

Clinical innovation

PAINPOINT

SOLUTION

Digitalization

Patient may find it hard to

assimilate back to normal life and

society.

Special social media apps

4

 
 

  

  

  

 

SOLUTION

Digitalization

Symptom tracker

 
 

  

  

  

 

SOLUTION

Sensing & Digitalization

Wearable Stress detector

 
 

  

  

  

 

SOLUTION

Clinical innovation

SOLUTION

Clinical innovation

64
painpoints

A curved mammogram
paddle with personalized
soft compression
technology to prevent
unnecessary pain by
calculating optimal
compression force and
adjusting to the breast
anatomy of each patient.19

Uses microwave emission and

sensing to identify changes in

tissue conductivity and detect

breast cancer.17, 18

A bra with embedded ultrasound

sensors can be used to identify

breast abnormalities. The bra can

utilize low intensity and high

intensity US waves to detect

differences in breast tissue to allow

for early at home detection of

breast cancer.15

Ultrasound device that instructs

patients how to screen themselves

at home and send images to

radiologist for diagnosis.14

A nationalized screening program
that includes the use of tools to
alleviate confusion amongst non-
natives. Suitable measures can be
e.g., a translator at the screening
station, multiple language
pamphlets and posters about
screening events, etc.6

The mobile mammography
unit aims to bridge
accessibility challenges and
helps women obtain
screening appointments on a
frequent basis at normally
inaccessible locations.5

Cancer is associated with
elevated temperatures when
compared to surrounding
body parts. IR thermography
technology can be used to
spot abnormalities within
breasts at home.4

Mother can quickly test her
genetic make up to identify if
her child is at risk for breast
cancer.2

Force sensors in shoes to
accurately measure mother’s
body weight and activity level
and send alerts to help her
maintain a healthy lifestyle.1

A patient’s digital twin can mimic
the cellular characteristics and
functioning of the breast cancer.
This could be used to run
different treatment approaches
as simulations to determine the
most effective treatment
method.26

A digital non-invasive method
for intra-operative breast cancer
localization using augmented
reality to guide breast
conservative surgery and
encouragement for participants.27

Patient health is promoted with

the use of gaming tools like

Kinect to foster hand movements

as an alternative to medical

relief.33

A compression band with heat
and dilatation sensors to monitor
lymphedema.34, 35

At home device allows for

circulating tumor DNA testing

to detect newly occurring

cancers.38

An app asks a series of daily

questions to track bodily

functions and warn the

patient and physicians of

any abnormalities.

Electrodermal activity, heart

activity, temperature, heat flux,

blood pressure, respiration, and

body movements are the most

widely used physiological

signals for the detection of

stress levels, which can be

detected through wearables.

Beyond defined threshold, it

could mean an individual is

stressed. The wearer can then

be notified to try to reduce

stress levels.39

AI analyzes scans for tumorous
tissue and identifies even the
subtle features, thereby
increasing the radiologist’s
ability to accurately identify
breast cancer.22,23

Create a network of specialists
so they can treat patients
together across the nation.

Use AI to allow patients to input

symptoms and give a

preliminary diagnosis based on

a questionnaire that will then be

analyzed using an algorithm.

An MQ-135 sensor could be
utilized to detect higher levels
of pollution in the air at which
point it warns the woman to
limit strenuous activity and/or
leave the environment.10,11

At home biomarker tester can be
used to monitor hormone levels.
A novel technology, using
aptamers, can be employed into
testing platforms enabling a
point of care solution.8,9

The use of oral contraceptives
can be regulated by considering
the risk factors of the patient.
Age, onset of menstruation,
choice of contraceptives could
be studied extensively to
establish a risk-based model.7

Allows the mother to track her
health and limit harmful habits
that could affect her and her
child.3

Cryoablation is a

process that uses

extreme cold to destroy

tissue. It is currently an

experimental model and

not in clinical practice.

Aquaporin inhibition is

the mechanism studied.28

Photodynamic therapy
can be used along with
specific drugs to fight
breast cancer cells.29

Certain prognostic markers
(multigene assays) can guide
clinical decision making to
identifying all patients with
the requisite for adjuvant
therapy, thereby avoiding
overtreatment.30

AI based smart rehabilitation

training allows dynamic and

gamified interactions. The increased

motivation and immersion in

gamified training can lead to a

reduced perception of pain and time

spent on the exercise.36

Studies have shown that mild

pressure applied to the scar tissues

would help in engaging

regenerative mechanisms, which

would thereby help in repair of the

scar tissues and make

rehabilitation easier.37

With AI, the data from former
treatments of various patients could
be harnessed into an optimal
combination of drugs used in
maintenance therapy.

A patch-like wearable ECG device
that continuously records heart
rate, irregular beat episodes and
circadian variations. Coupled with
IOT, it would send immediate
alarms/notification to the doctor so
necessary steps can be taken.40

A machine learning based approach can
be used for healthcare cost prediction.
The patient’s individual costs can be
calculated based on their clinical
actions, including clinical activities
(diagnosis and treatment), and the
respective cost over time.31

Tracks lab results and diagnostics in
real time as they are reviewed and
transferred, so that the patient knows
until when to wait for the diagnosis.25

Pair a guiding system with ultrasound
to obtain a better sample of the
tumorous tissue.24

Prioritize relapse and high - risk

patients. Prioritizing patients into A, B

and C based on the clinical condition,

with A being the highest and C being the

lowest priority.16

A radiation detector could track the
amount of radiation an individual
receives and identify if levels are
dangerous. Personalized dosimetry
devices could be made available.13

A software that would integrate all
reported data of each family member.
With the permission of each individual,
basic health conditions and genetic
testing results could be added to a
family tree. Healthcare professionals
can then identify the genetic risks of
their patients.12

Apps specifically for connecting

recovering breast cancer patients with

each other.

Incorporating AR/VR technology can
help to relax patients in the waiting
room.41

Woman carrying the fetus 
in her womb.

Pregnant woman

Diagnostic center
Does diagnostic work-up to 

track mother and fetal 
health.

General practitioner
Tracks and observes 

woman’s health.

General practitioner
Monitors patient health 
and gives clinical advice 

on how to prevent 
cancer.
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Disclaimer:
This publication on the breast
cancer pathway framework was updated
on 10.09.2022. It cannot be taken as a
recommendation for the readers, especially not
as a guideline for treatment, and it is not a
medical document. There is no guarantee for
completeness or global correctness,
the various pain points, solutions, and statistical
data are examples only. Sources are multiple,
such as public statistics, expert opinions, open
innovation workshops, research, own data and
many more (see references).
The products and features mentioned may not be
available in all countries and their future
availability cannot be guaranteed. Some
products mentioned are planned and under
development.

aMAMMOMAT Revelation (SHS): May not be available
for sale in all markets.
bMAMMOVISTA B.smart (SHS): It is not commercially
available in all countries. Due to regulatory reasons
its future availability cannot be guaranteed. The AI
feature is an option and available with MAMMOVISTA
B.smart. Transpara® Powered by FusionAI, ScreenPoint
Medical.
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